CHONDRULE SHAPES IN 3-D: PANCAKES VS. BASEBALLS INDICATE PREFERENTIAL COMPRESSION OF REDUCED VS. OXIDIZED CV CHONDrites
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Introduction: The distribution of Fe and Ni into metals, sulfides and silicates was used to divide CV3 chondrites into oxidized and reduced (CV3red) groups [1], and the oxidized CV3s were subsequently divided into Allende-like (CV3oxA) and Bali-like (CV3oxB) groups [2]. The CV3oxA group has undergone higher temperatures of metamorphism than the CV3red group based on infrared spectra of organic matter [3] and recrystallization of olivine in amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs, [4]). It has been argued that at least one early impact event on the CV parent body closed pores and expelled ices from the part of the body where CV3red chondrites originated, limiting fluid-rock interaction during metamorphism [5,6]. In this project, we test the early shock hypothesis by characterizing deformation textures in a set of CV3oxA and CV3oxB chondrites using 2-D and 3-D techniques.

Analytical Methods: Polished thin section observations. Chondrule shapes and modes of chondrite components (mostly matrix, chondrules, Ca-Al-rich inclusions [CAls], and AOAs) were determined in polished thin sections (pts) of the CV3red chondrites Efremovka (2 pts), Leoville (1 pts) and Vigarano (3 pts), and the CV3oxA chondrites Allende (2 pts) and Axtell (1 pt). Elemental X-ray maps of the pts were collected by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) using a JEOL JXA-8900 microprobe at Waseda University. Plane-polarized light (PPL) mosaics were also collected from each pts. The elemental maps and PPL images were input as layers into Adobe Illustrator. Long and short axes of chondrules were drawn and modes of chondrite components were determined on a grid in overlying layers in the Illustrator file for each pts.

X-ray computer tomography. X-ray computer tomography was conducted using an ELE SCAN instrument at Kyoto University for one sample each of Efremovka, Vigarano and Allende. Materials with contrasting linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) were imaged and output as stacked two-dimensional tiff files. Boundaries of chondrule-like objects with low LAC values in each tiff file were traced using Adobe Photoshop. The traced files were re-assembled using SLICE software [7], which was also used to fit ellipsoids to the traced objects, with a = minor, b = intermediate and c = major axes.

Results: Matrix abundances can be represented by modal ratios of matrix/inclusions (m/i), where “inclusions” = objects such as chondrules, CAls and AOAs [8]. Matrix abundances of the CV3 chondrites in this study fall into three groups: (1) CV3red Leoville and Efremovka (m/i = 0.3–0.4); (2) CV3red Vigarano (m/i = 0.7–0.8); (3) CV3oxA Allende and Axtell (m/i = 0.9–1.4). Similar values were determined by [8] for Leoville (m/i = 0.42), Vigarano (m/i = 0.63) and Allende (m/i = 1.31). The three groups defined by matrix/inclusions correlate with porosities determined by [9]: Efremovka and Leoville, 0.6–2.1% porosity; Vigarano, 8.3% porosity; Allende and Axtell, 22–23% porosity. Two-dimensional chondrule shapes determined from pts are somewhat ambiguous, but can be divided into the same three groups, with chondrules of Leoville and Efremovka having the highest aspect ratios, those of Vigarano appearing less elongate in thin section, and more equant chondrules in Axtell and Allende.

Distinct clastic domains with abundant broken chondrule fragments were identified in two of the Vigarano pts. One of these clastic domains is bounded by a micro-fault that offsets a CAI and a chondrule.

The X-ray tomographic data show that Efremovka and Vigarano chondrules vary from somewhat equant to oblate (pancake-shaped), with most axial ratios b/c > 0.6 and a/b < 0.8, whereas Allende chondrules are more equant (baseball-shaped) with most axial ratios b/c > 0.7 and a/b > 0.8. Furthermore, short axes of the Efremovka and Vigarano chondrules are clustered, whereas short axes of the Allende chondrules are scattered.

Implications for Deformation: The relatively low matrix/inclusions ratios and pancake-shaped chondrules are consistent with the interpretation that CV3red chondrites come from a part of the CV parent body that was deformed during an impact event that closed pores in matrix domains [5,6]. Vigarano was not as pervasively compressed as Leoville and Efremovka, but underwent cataclastic deformation along micro-faults. Though Allende and Axtell have undergone some shock deformation [10], compression was relatively weak, leaving matrix pores open for fluid flow and fluid-rock interaction during metamorphism of the CV3oxA chondrites.